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he sun has yet to crest Cukurdere Mountain when the cows
of Toptasşvillage, in north-eastern Turkey, begin their dawn
amble. Released from barns after their morning milking, they
move sluggishly, a dozen bovine tributaries coming together in a river
of brown and white. Driven by shepherds on foot, the animals low and
grunt their way up the gentle slope of the dirt road that leads north
from the village, eventually disappearing into the velvety green folds
of Cukurdere’s foothills.
I watch from the front stoop of the muhtar (village chief)’s house.
It is the same spot from which I’d witnessed the process in reverse
shortly after arriving in Toptasşsome 12 hours before. Then, hundreds
of cows had turned into the village and broken from the herd as
mothers, sisters, daughters and grandmothers corralled the animals
into low barns for the day’s second milking. Not long afterwards,
Mensure, the muhtar’s wife, emerged from the barn carrying a tall can
filled with frothy fresh milk. In her kitchen, she strained some of the
liquid through muslin, heated it and offered me a mug. We moved to
Mensure’s glassed-in front porch and she stoked a wood-burning stove
while I sipped the warm, grassy milk. As she prepared hasil, a sort of
polenta made with coarse bulghur and flour, I watched neighbours
haul milk cans to the middle of the village, where a pick-up truck with
a big stainless-steel tank waited to collect the evening’s take.
So goes life in Turkey’s cow country, where rural life moves to the
rhythm of milking, pasturing the cattle, and milking again. Toptas,
a village of 60 households set in a topographic bowl beneath the
slopes of Cukurdere, lies some 80km from Kars, the capital of the
north-eastern Turkish province of the same name. Few travellers to
Turkey make it to this frontier province sidled up against Georgia and
Armenia at the country’s eastern border.

I am particularly taken by Kars’s cheese shops – more than two
dozen of them, with windows displaying gigantic wheels of gravyer,
a semi-firm, aged cow’s-milk local specialty, whose nutty flavour is
reminiscent of Emmental. I explore the myriad breakfast salons that
serve warm milk, cheeses, local honey and kaymak, a mildly soured
uber-rich cream eaten with bread. In the city’s restaurants, I eat
yoghurt-based soups, and beef – sliced and sautéed in its own fat and
served over rice; portioned into miniature steaks and stewed long
and slow; and formed into big meatballs enclosing nuts and dried
fruits. I see open-backed trucks with cattle on the way to and from the
livestock market, and huge half-cow carcasses hanging in butchers.
The regional diet is so obviously cow-centric and so different to any
regional cuisine I had known from other parts of Turkey I’d been to.
Kars and its northerly neighbour Ardahan province (until 1993,
Ardahan was a district of Kars; Toptas lies in the former) form a
gorgeous expanse of undulating plateaus and wild steppes etched by
rivers, dotted with lakes and pierced by alpine peaks. Sitting almost
2000 meters above sea level, the terrain is green in summer, splashed
with yellow, orange and crimson in autumn, and buried under meters
of snow in winter. Kars’s remoteness has kept industry at bay – it
is Turkey’s least developed province, but boasts a wealth of natural
beauty and wildlife – and the region’s climactic extremes dictate a short
growing season, so the local economy is fuelled by animal husbandry.
In many households, wealth is measured not in Turkish lira, but in
heads of cattle; cows graze freely on the region’s lush grasslands and
produce richly flavoured beef and milk high in butterfat.
In this part of Turkey, beef trumps lamb, but as I learned in
Toptasşand other villages, dairy is the predominant protein, eaten in
multiple forms at most meals. In addition to gravyer, Kars is known
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nationwide for its semi-soft, cheddar-like kasar and cecil, a string
cheese eaten semi-fresh, dried and blued. Village women also make
soft fresh cheese called köy peyniri (literally, ‘village cheese’), as well
as butter, yoghurt and kaymak, and pickle wild greens in the whey
expelled during cheese- and yoghurt-making. According to a local
saying, cow’s milk answers all needs: “If you burn your mouth on hot
milk, cool it with yoghurt.”
Back in Toptas, Mensure and I walk to a neighbouring house, she
carrying her finished hasil, covered and wrapped in a towel. Home to
an extended family, it has, like Mensure’s house, two cooking areas:
one in the house fitted with portable gas burners, and another in an
old stone building next door. Aysel, a lanky woman in her 20s, leads
me to the latter, a stone-floored room lit by a single bulb suspended
from a low ceiling supported by thick, unfinished logs. A sturdy wood
stove sits at the back of the room, where Aysel’s daughter stoops over
a box of peeping goslings. Against the wall nearest the door, cooking
supplies are stacked on fabric-lined shelves hidden behind a handcrocheted lace curtain. In the corner is a well-worn red senit, the low
wooden table used in Turkey for rolling dough.
We are here to make hangel or handkerchief pasta, a Georgianinfluenced regional specialty. Aysel effortlessly mixes a kilo of flour
with salt, water and three eggs in a plastic tub and, working the dough
with alternating fists, kneads it until smooth and elastic. With an
oklava (long thin pin), she flattens lumps of dough, wraps it around
the pin as she pulls it back, then releases it flat onto the table as she
pushes it away.
Aysel boils and drains the noodles and divides them among three
bowls. She pours melted butter over one and adds butter and
a handful of blue cecil to another. The third bowl of hangel is sauced
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Clockwise from top left: view of
surrounding pastures from the
workshop of Koculu Peynircilik,
Bogatepe; cooking in a kitchen in
Toptas, Kars; forming gravyer cheese
in moulds; and making gravyer cheese
at Koculu Peynircilik, Bogatepe.
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with warm, garlicky salted yogurt. There, we eat seated on the floor
around a square blue cloth. In addition to Mensure’s hasil, there are
mafis (fried yeasted dough triangles) and a tomato paste soup with
green lentils. I try every dish, but hone in on Aysel’s cecil-dressed
hangel. Aged six months in the cowhide, the string cheese is pungent,
salty and slightly tangy, as delicious as any European blue I’ve ever
tasted. The next morning at Mensure’s house, I am thrilled to see
it reappear on the breakfast table, alongside a bowl of kaymak and
rounds of pillowy bread made with milk and ‘baked’ in a skillet. I wash
it all down with, of course, hot fresh milk.
**
Not only geography, but history, too, has played a role in the
development of the region’s cow economy. The Silk Road passed
through Ani, and the Kars plateau was the nexus of Anatolian trade
routes connecting with Central Asia and Persia, so the region has
long attracted migrants and settlers. Wars and occupations brought
Persians, Kurds, peoples of the south Caucasus (now Azerbaijan,
Georgia and Armenia), as well as Russians. Cows have probably been
raised in what is now Kars and Ardahan provinces for centuries, but
it was after the region’s annexation by Tsarist Russia following the
Russo-TurkishWar, and the subsequent arrival of Molokan, sectarian
Christian breakaways from the Russian Orthodox Church renowned
for their expertise in animal husbandry, that dairy production there
took off. Swiss cheese-makers arrived, too, via Russia, bringing with
them the recipe for what would become known as gravyer. A local
legend even has it that Russians were so enamoured of the region’s milk
that they laid kilometres of pipeline to convey the white gold to Moscow.
By the early 1990s, at least 10 villages in the region produced
gravyer in workshops called zavot (derived from zavod, the Russian
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Clockwise from left: cattle driven from
pasture for evening milking; Kars aged
kasar (big block and wedge), cecil
(string cheese), gravyer (with holes;
breakfast of cecil or string cheese,
olives, lavash and koymak, a sweet
porridge made with kaymak, butter,
flour and sugar.

word for factory). Today Bogatepe, a village in northern Kars province
about 40km north-east of Toptas, is one of the few to carry on the
tradition. The turn-off to Boğatepe is marked by a giant statue of a
smiling cow. I meet native son Ilhan Koçulu, a big bear of a man
with a classically Turkish bushy moustache, who has spearheaded a
movement to preserve his village’s cheese tradition by introducing
gravyer to Slow Food’s Terre Madre and promoting it to buyers in
Istanbul. Over the past few years, Ilhan has overseen the conversion of
a 19th-century dairy barn and gravyer factory into Bogatepe’s Cheese
Museum and community center.
Bogatepe’s cows are indeed happy; I watch a dozen calves frolic
behind a low stone wall in knee-high pasture dotted with butter yellow
blooms across the road from Ilhan’s family’s 75-year-old workshop.
Each evening, thousands of cows driven by cowboys on horseback
return to the village after a day out chawing on wild grasses; they
stream over the rolling hills that surround Bogatepe and converge on
its main road before being directed to barns for milking. Much of the
village’s milk goes to its seven gravyer and kasar cheese workshops,
while the rest is collected for larger production facilities.
Due to the gravyer season being limited to the months in which
cows can graze on pasture, production takes place twice a day. As
the evening cycle doesn’t begin till 9.30pm, there is time for dinner,
cooked by Ilhan’s sister-in-law, at her house behind the family’s
mandira (cheese workshop). It is a meal of, and from the cow: yoghurt
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quuntint aspel il il et quisUs
menario ad patquastium iam
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Local woman from a village near
Savsat in Ardahan. Right: elma
kurabiye (apple and walnut biscuits),
recipe page 124.

soup with lentils and noodles, beef ribs, Romano beans in tomato
sauce thickened with kaymak, salty homemade tulum (made here
with cow’s-milk aged in the hide), as well as thick slices of gravyer
and kasar, and cool yoghurt to spoon over a cucumber and tomato
salad. Ilhan tells me that a late thaw has delayed the start of this year’s
season by ten days. Fewer days for cows to pasture before the arrival
of the summer solstice, when the number of kilos of milk required to
produce one kilo of gravyer rises from 10 to 13, means that less cheese
might be made this year. “Allah willing, maybe we can make it up by
going 10 days longer at the end of the season. But I doubt it,” Ilhan says.
After reviving ourselves with glasses of strong tea, we walk to
the workshop, a long low-slung stone building. On one side of the
narrow room stands two deep kazan or cauldrons made of copper
and set in white tile. Each, at three-quarters full, holds 750 kilos of
milk. Forty-five minutes after the milk has been mixed with rennet,
it has set. A white-coated usta (master) and his apprentice -- Ilhan’s
19-year-old nephew, home from the military – cut the curds twice, then
using giant whisks and working over a steady flame, slosh the mixture
back and forth with enough force to raise waves and send bits of
curd flying. Ilhan stands by throughout, small mesh strainer in hand,
periodically gauging the curds by squeezing them dry and rubbing
them between his palms, stretching, flattening, crumbling and tasting.
Finally it is time to drain the whey. Ilhan places a timber plank
across the mouth of the cauldron and his nephew, holding a flexible
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metal rod with a fine cloth mesh strainer attached, hops over,
balancing on his stomach. Holding a sturdy mesh cloth attached to
a flexible metal frame, he plunges his arms into the liquid, then brings
it up to the surface. The usta and two helpers pull the corners of the
mesh together, attach them to a metal hook suspended from
a beam above and, at Ilhan’s order of “cev!” (lift!), manoeuvres the sack
of curds above the cauldron and slides it along a track beneath the
beam using a rope and pulley to the opposite side of the room. There,
they lower it onto a wooden frame, remove the mesh, redistribute the
curds and weigh it at less than 400 kilos. The cheese is pressed for five
minutes, trimmed and weighted again for 24 hours before it is moved
to Ilhan’s ageing facility, a grass-topped stone structure partially built
into the earth. It will be rubbed with rock salt and given a soak in
brine before going to a hot room to leak fat and water, and finally, to
a cold room to age for at least two months.
How does one know a good gravyer, I wondered? “The smell
should be strong, the holes should be round, and the cheese should
be a little bit soft, and not dry,” Ilhan tells me. “At least, that’s how my
cheese is,” he says.
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Carrying wheels of gravyer cheese
to the aging room, Koculu
Peynircilik, Bogatepe.
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Kars’s Otel
The rooms at the city’s only
boutique lodging are stylish and
comfortable, and the breakfast
spread (included) is impressive.
Book ahead. 79 Halitpaşa
Caddesi, + 90 474 212 1616,
karsotel.com.

EAT

I didn’t crawl into bed until 2:30am, but when I return to the
mandira at nine, Ilhan is there, adding rennet into another cauldron
of milk. “Look, here’s the oil that came out of the cheese overnight,”
he says, running his fingers over one of the wooden presses and
pointing to the wrinkles at the corner of his eyes. “This is medicine.
The women like to rub it on their faces to look younger.”
Later, I find out how else the cheese-making “waste” is used, as Ilhan
heats the butter-like kaymak made the night before in a pan with solids
drained from the gravyer’s whey and trimmings from new cheeses. He
cooks the scrapings in the bubbling fat until they crisp and the room
smells like one big cheese toastie, then picks a piece and pulls it apart
between his fingers; its crust breaks to release a long, soft unbroken
string of cheese. Ilhan smiles. “This will be a delicious gravyer.”
**
Back in Kars, I go in search of edible souvenirs and end up at
Kafkas Peynircilik, one of the city’s many cheese shops. The shop’s
cooler is packed with rounds of kasar, sacks of fresh and aged cecil,
tubs of yoghurt, bottles of milk and vacuum-packed bags of kaymak. An
open wheel of gravyer sits on the counter, a knife stuck in its center.
“I eat a half kilo of cheese a day, gravyer and kasar,” says 21-year-old
Ali Goker, a Kars native. With the exception of the 15 months he spent
in compulsory military service, Ali has been working at Kafkas since
he was 10. Like most others in Kars, the cheese shop has its own kasar
and gravyer factory; Ali tells me it sells around 100 tonnes of cheese
a year. “Some tourists buy, sure. But it’s mostly locals. Everyone here
eats cheese. Cheese and milk – two things Kars has lots of.”
Gravyer is “man’s cheese”, Ali says; most women don’t care for
its smell. Eaters of kasar are likewise divided by sex and age: women
and young people prefer the cheese young and milky, while men and
the elderly like it strong and bordering on stinky. Opting to buck the
trend, I ask Ali for a kilo of gravyer and two of the oldest, smelliest
kasar he has in the shop. As he vacuum-packs my purchases, I ponder
the massive wheel of gravyer on the counter – the geography, climate
and history of a Turkish province, in one 75-kilo package.

Ogul Kozde Cay Evi
In the old market area, this
traditional eatery serves a simple
Kars breakfast of cheese, bread,
honey and exquisitely milky
kaymak. Look for the small shop
on Kasaplar Hali Arkası Sokak at
the corner of Tahtacılar Caddesi.
Kars Kaz Evi
Salted preserved goose, roasted
and served over noodle and lentil
pilav, is a Kars specialty. Find this
and other local dishes like evelik
corbaşi (lentil, nettle and tomato
soup), hangel in yoghurt sauce
with onions, and kete (layered
pastry envelopes with buttery
flour crumbles) at Kars Kaz Evi.
Valilik Karşısı, + 90 474 212 3713.
Cafe Kristal
At lunchtime, 50-year-old Cafe
Kristal offers a fine spread of sulu
yemek (prepared dishes kept
warm). It’s especially known for
Azerbaijan-influenced piti, lamb
and chickpeas in saffron broth
stewed in the oven in individual
mugs. The dish is served spooned
over strips of lavaş (bread), which
become dumpling-like as they
absorb the broth. Dinner is mostly
kebabs. 127 Halitpaşa Caddesi, +
90 474 121 5100.
Kadin Eli
At this casual cafe, try zucchini
stuffed with meat in yoghurt

sauce and lentil-tomato soup with
chewy noodles and croutons.
Halitpaşa Caddesi, opposite
KARStore (see below).

SHOP

KARStore
KARStore occupies a lovely old
Baltic-style building on old Kars’s
main street. Find maps and books
related to Kars and around, as well
as colourful thick woollen socks,
hats and other handicrafts made
by village women. The attached
cafe serves breakfast, tea and
wine and cheese in the evenings.
96 Halitpaşa Caddesi, + 90 474
223 1448.
Kaskar
You’ll have no problem finding
cheese shops in Kars, but this one
is recommended by many. 84
Kazımpaşa Caddesi, + 90 474 212
5050.

DO

Balyolu
Balyolu is a social enterprise
headquartered in Kars and
founded by American honey
expert Catherine Jaffee. The
organisation offers immersive
multi-day walking tours in northeastern Turkey with a focus on
honey-tasting. Nights are spent
in village homes, offering many
opportunities to eat and cook
local. For information on tours,
visit balyolu.com
Boğatepe Cheese Museum
This museum has excellent
information, mostly in English,
about the history of cheesemaking in Kars, Ardahan and
Boğatepe. Open from around
10am until dark. Once you arrive
in the village, ask for the Peynir
Muzesi; everyone knows it.
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CORN BREAD WITH CHERRY
TOMATO PRESERVE
MISIR GEVREK [WITH] DOMATES
RECELI
Serves 4
Gevrek is a general term for a bun or a
scone-like bread. The cornmeal in the batter
reflects Ardahan’s proximity to the Black Sea
coast, where dried corn is a large part of the
local diet. It is important that you use finely
milled cornmeal that almost has the texture
of flour; polenta will not work [can you use
fine polenta?]. Served hot, these rustic savoury
breads are surprisingly light and a little bit
tart from the crème fraiche and yoghurt.
Choose firm tomatoes for the preserve. If
your tomatoes are very tart, you may want to
increase the amount of sugar by 55g (¼ cup).
200g finely ground cornmeal [or fine polenta?]
35g (¼ cup) plain flour
1½ tsp baking powder
120g (½ cup) crème fraiche
140g (½ cup) Greek-style yoghurt
Aged blue-cheese, to serve
Cherry tomato preserve
1.5-1.7kg cherry tomatoes
440g (2 cups) white sugar

3 Serve corn bread immediately with cherry
tomato preserve and blue cheese.

ROAST EGGPLANTS WITH
BUTTERY BEEF RAGOUT
KARNIYARIK
Serves 4
Kristal Lokantasi, an old-style restaurant
in Kars city, serves a wonderful version of
this dish at lunchtime. Most recipes call for
frying the eggplants in oil to soften them, but
baking them is easier and just as effective in
intensifying its flavour and softening its flesh.
I like to serve this as it is done at Kristal:
with a simple buttery rice pilaf, a bowl of
thick garlicky yogurt and a chopped salad of
tomatoes, cucumbers, parsley and onions,
dressed with lemon juice.
4 x 200g regular or Lebanese eggplants
Olive oil, to drizzle
1 onion, roughly chopped
21/2 tbs chopped flat-leaf parsley
50g butter
1 tsp vegetable oil
3 cloves garlic, crushed
250g minced beef
1 tomato, finely chopped, plus 1 small tomato,
thinly sliced
1½ tbs tomato paste

1 To make the preserve, place tomatoes, sugar

and ¼ tsp salt in a large saucepan and add
1L water or enough to not quite cover the
tomatoes. Bring to the boil over medium heat
and stir to dissolve sugar. Reduce heat to low
and simmer, stirring occasionally, for 21/2
hours or until liquid reduces and tomatoes
take on a jammy consistency. Transfer
preserve to a sterilised jar (see Cooking
Notes), seal and refrigerate for up to 2 weeks.
Makes 1½ cups.
2 To make biscuits, preheat oven to 200C.
Cut 4 x 15cm squares out of baking paper
and place them on an oven tray. Sift together
cornmeal, flour, baking powder and ½ tsp salt,
and stir to combine. Whisk together crème
fraiche and yogurt, and gently work it into the
dry ingredients until just combined; do not
overwork dough. Divide dough into 4, then
gently roll and shape each portion into a 10cm
patty. Lay each piece on a square of baking
paper. Bake for 12-54 minutes [typo –confirm
time] or until the tops of breads are crackled
and lightly golden.

1 Preheat oven to 180C. Prick eggplants

all over with a fork. Drizzle with oil, rub
into skin and place on an oven tray. Roast,
turning once or twice, for 35 minutes or until
eggplants are soft and partly browned.
2 Meanwhile, finely chop onion with parsley
and 1/2 tsp salt. Melt butter with oil in a
frying pan over medium heat, add onion
mixture and cook, stirring, for 4 minutes or
until mixture is lightly coloured. Add garlic,
reduce heat to low-medium and cook for 1
minute. Add beef and cook, breaking it up
with a wooden spoon, for 4 minutes or until
meat starts to brown.
3 Add finely chopped tomato and cook,
stirring, for 2 minutes or until tomato starts
to soften. Stir in tomato paste and add ½
cup water. Stir to dissolve the paste, bring
to the boil, then reduce heat to low. Cover
and simmer for 15 minutes or until [liquid
is reduced by half?]. If the meat becomes
dry, add a little water, 1 tablespoon at a time.
Remove from heat and cover.

4 Remove eggplants from oven and increase
heat to 200C. Transfer eggplants to a baking
dish that’s large enough so they fit snugly.
Using a sharp knife, split them lengthwise,
cutting two-thirds of the way into the flesh,
leaving the base of the eggplants intact.
Gently squeeze eggplants open and pull back
their sides as you would a baked potato, to
create a bed for the beef mixture. Divide
beef mixture among eggplants and top each
with a couple of slices of tomato. Roast for 10
minutes or until tomato is softened and beef
is slightly browned. Serve with pan juices
drizzled over.

TOMATO, LENTIL AND NOODLE
SOUP
KESME ASI
Serves 4
Packed with lentils and thick chewy noodles,
this hearty dish is perfect for the region’s long
harsh winters. It’s flavoured with reyhan, an
anise-y variety of basil with green-to-pinkish
leaves that grows around Turkey. Kesmek
mean ‘to cut’ in Turkish -- a reference to
the rustic noodles in this soup, which are
cut by hand. This dish also speaks of Kars’s
proximity to the Caucasus; a noodle soup
called kesme is also eaten in Kyrgyzstan.
Generally speaking, noodle and pasta dishes
seem to be a bigger part of the diet in northeastern Turkey than in other parts of the
country. The soup can be made ahead; in fact
the flavour improves with time in the fridge
but only add the noodles and croutons when
ready to serve. Soak the lentils overnight.
375g (2½ cups) [plain?] flour, plus extra, to dust
1 egg
200g (1 cup) dried green lentils, soaked
overnight
50g butter, plus 25g extra, to serve
11/4 tbs grapeseed oil
1 onion, finely chopped
1 carrot, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, crushed
2 tomatoes, chopped
¼ cup Thai basil leaves, finely chopped, plus
extra, to serve
1 tsp Turkish red pepper flakes [or dried chilli
flakes?], or more, to taste
2 tbs tomato paste dissolved in ¼ cup water
1 small potato, finely chopped
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large bowl, add ½ tsp salt and stir to combine.
Make a well in the centre and add egg. Using
your finger, break egg yolk and combine with
egg white, then draw flour into egg. Using
the heel of your hand, press mixture together
until crumbly. Add warm water, 2 tablespoons
at a time for the first two additions, then 1
tablespoon at a time, working the liquid into
the dough until firm but soft enough to leave
an imprint; dough should not be sticky, you
may need up to 125ml water. Knead dough for
5 minutes [or until smooth?], then form into
a ball, wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate for
1 hour.
2 Meanwhile, drain lentils, place in a
saucepan, cover with water and bring to the
boil. Cook for 1 minute, remove from heat
and set aside, covered, for 1 hour [to soften?]
3 Melt butter with 1 tsp oil in a stockpot over
low-medium heat. Add onion, carrot and ½
tsp salt, and cook, stirring occasionally, for 5
minutes or until vegetables are softened. Add
garlic and stir for 1 minute [or until fragrant?].
Add tomatoes and cook for 8 minutes or until
softened almost to a paste. Add basil and red
pepper flakes, and cook, stirring, for 1 minute.
Stir in tomato paste mixture, then add potato.
Drain lentils and add to stockpot with 1.75L
water. Bring soup to the boil, then reduce
heat to low and simmer, uncovered, for 45
minutes or until lentils are soft. (If making
soup ahead of time, it can be refrigerated at
this point.)
4 Divide dough into 2; one portion triple the
size of the other. To make croutons, roll the
smaller portion between your palms into a
short thick rope, then roll it back and forth,
stretching it as you roll, on a lightly floured
work surface until about 60cm long. Press
rope to flatten it as much as possible, then cut
into 1cm pieces. Toss lightly with flour and
set aside.
5 To make noodles, divide remaining dough
into 2 and roll each piece out on a lightly
floured work surface until 25mm thick.
Placing your hand flat near the edge of the
dough farthest from you, cut dough into
1cm-wide noodles using the edge of your hand
to guide the knife, slicing slightly curved
noodles no longer than the length of your
hand, cutting them in half if they are too
long. The noodles are meant to be rustic, so
don’t worry if some are long and others short.
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6 Bring soup to the boil and drop in noodles.
[Reduce heat to medium?] and simmer, gently
stirring occasionally, for 12 minutes or until
noodles are al dente but cooked through.
7 Meanwhile, melt 25g extra butter with the
remaining 1 tbs oil over low-medium heat in
a frying pan. Add crouton pieces and cook,
stirring, [for x minutes?] or until crisp and
golden. Drain on paper towel.
8 Divide soup among bowls and scatter over
extra basil and the croutons to serve.

HANDKERCHIEF NOODLES WITH
BUTTER AND BLUE CHEESE
PEYNIRLI HANGEL
Serves 4-6
I originally ate this rich dish with aged blue
cecil cheese which is similar to Roquefort,
but dry and chewy so it doesn’t melt into
the noodles. A soft blue cheese nonetheless
almost mirrors blue cecil in flavour. These
noodles (hangel) can also be eaten with
garlicky yoghurt and butter with dried mint
and crushed red pepper or with garlicky
yogurt and browned minced beef, and topped
with crisp onions.
420g (4 cups) [4 cups is 600g?] plain flour,
plus extra, to dust
2 eggs
125g unsalted butter, melted
150g blue cheese
1 To make noodle dough, sift flour into a large

bowl, add 1 tbs salt [and stir to combine?]
Make a well in the centre and add eggs. Using
your finger, break egg yolks and combine
with egg whites, [then draw flour into egg?]
Add [warm?] water, a tablespoonful at a time,
working the mixture with your hands until
you have a soft dough that’s not sticky; you
will need up to 250ml water. Knead dough
for 5 minutes [or until smooth?], then place
in a [lightly greased?] bowl, cover with a damp
cloth and set aside for 30 minutes.
2 Divide dough into 8. Roll out each piece on
a lightly floured work surface until a 40cm x
24cm rectangle. Cut dough into 4cm squares,
then toss lightly with flour and set aside.
3 Bring a large pan of water to the boil. Add
noodles and cook for 5 minutes or until al
dente. Drain and quickly transfer to a bowl.
Pour over hot melted butter and toss gently
to combine. Crumble over cheese and serve

immediately.

APPLE AND WALNUT BISCUITS
ELMA KURABIYE
Makes X biscuits/ an XXcm square slab
Kurabiye is a general term for ‘biscuit’; in
Kars, they feature a filling comprising local
ingredients, usually apples and walnuts.
Pastry shops and some bakers make very
elegant kurabiye, rolling the dough around
the filling and making something that
resembles croissants. This, however, is a more
rustic version with the dough serving as the
base and top crust of a sort of apple pie slab.
You might want to try unbleached flour
which is what would have been used in the
village and results in darker-coloured biscuits.
4 granny smith apples, cored, finely chopped
55g (1/4 cup) white sugar
½ tsp ground cinnamon
380-390g (3 cups) [3 cups is 450g?] plain
flour
40g (1/4 cup) icing sugar
1 tsp baking powder
250g salted butter, melted
2 tbs plain yoghurt
100g (1 cup) walnuts, roughly chopped
1 Place apples in a large saucepan with white

sugar and place over low-medium heat. Cook,
stirring occasionally, for 15 minutes or until
apples are soft but not mushy. Remove from
heat and stir in cinnamon.
2 Preheat oven to 200C. Sift together flour,
icing sugar and baking powder. Add butter
and yoghurt, and stir to combine; do not
overwork dough. Divide dough in half.
3 Spread half the dough into an XXcm square
cake pan and, using your fingers, press over
the base and sides of the pan. Add apple
mixture and spread over dough, then scatter
over walnuts.
4 Place remaining dough on a sheet of baking
paper and press into a square that’s roughly
the size of the pan. Carefully invert the paper
over the pan and lay the dough over the apple
mixture. If dough square is too big, fold in
the edges and even it out with your fingers.
If it’s too small, gently stretch the dough to
the edges of the pan. Don’t worry if it splits
in some spots; just pinch the edges back
together.
5 Bake biscuit slab for 20 minutes, then
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1 To make noodle dough, sift flour into a

